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The 2023 edition of Chambers USA has ranked Saiber LLC and six of its attorneys within the 
General Commercial Litigation, Gaming, Intellectual Property, Corporate/M&A, and Real Estate
categories.

Saiber ranked as a Band 4 firm in New Jersey for General Commercial Litigation.  The 2023 
publication describes Saiber as being a “well-regarded civil litigation team recognized for its 
handling of an array of commercial disputes, including those involving allegations of fraud, 
antitrust violations, unfair competition and contract breaches.” The publication also notes clients 
describing Saiber as having a “wide range of attorneys that can address any issues that we have 
brought to them,” and that Saiber is “attentive to their client's needs and provide advice which is 
practical, easy to understand, and directed toward achieving our objectives." Chambers also 
ranked Saiber’s Real Estate practice as a Band 4 firm in New Jersey, with a client noting that 
"Saiber is very thorough when handling complicated matters.” 

Chambers ranked William Maderer as a Senior Statesperson in Commercial Litigation in New 
Jersey, winning praise for his handling of a diverse range of commercial disputes and internal 
investigations.

Gaming practice Chair Jeremy Kleiman received a Band 2 designation in the Nationwide 
Gaming & Licensing category, with clients commenting that he is “a knowledgeable and 
professional lawyer” and “is exceptionally proactive, highly responsive, extremely 
knowledgeable and a pleasure to work with."

Rand Schillinger was also ranked in the 2023 publication as a Band 3 practitioner within the 
New Jersey Environment category, with the publication noting her as “a very good transactional 
environmental lawyer. She understands the process to get deals done in New Jersey."

In addition, Chambers ranked Arnie Calmann as a Band 3 practitioner within the New Jersey 
Intellectual Property category, with clients noting that “Arnold is an exceptionally experienced 
litigator.” The publication also ranked Jeffrey Soos as a Band 3 practitioner within the New 
Jersey Intellectual Property category, with clients commenting that he is “extremely 
knowledgeable” in the area of intellectual property law.

The 2023 publication also ranked Ira Marcus in the New Jersey Corporate/M&A category for his
expertise in a broad range of corporate deals, including dispositions, acquisitions and joint 
ventures.
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